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Mission

Vision

Values

The Students 
To provide students with dynamic, interactive and technologically driven 
educative environment where clear learning outcomes and constructive 
feedback is given throughout the student’s journey. The students will, thus, 
receive an Exciting, Stimulating and Successful student experience.

The Teachers
To offer full freedom in terms of resources bringing out their true potential 
when delivering high quality teaching. 

The Community
To inculcate high moral and ethical values amongst the students by motivating 
them to collaborate with industries and communities making them responsible 
citizens and ultimately good human beings.

We aspire to become one of the leading educational institutions where  
students not only develop intellectually but also gain knowledge with an 
impact enabling them to become a global citizen.

Equality and Diversity
Irrespective of Caste, Color, Religion and Ethnicity, Prime strives to create 
an environment where our staff and students are treated with equality and 
respect. 

Engage, Collaborate and Build Relationship
Through Positive, Supportive and Diverse environment, Prime aims to 
encourage the value of collaboration and team among Staff, Faculties and 
Students.

Empowerment
Through various Corporate Social Responsibility Projects and Awareness 
Initiative, Prime aspires to create both socially responsible students and the 
community.



 quality education is essential for students to
 secure a good future for themselves; it can  
 not only enhance the lives of the students, but 
also contribute to the overall development of our country. 
As a result, “quality education” has been declared as 
one of the 17 major goals of United Nation’s Sustainable 
Development Agenda 2030. At Prime College, we are 
providing a “quality education” to our students through 
a world-class academic program(s), as well as a 
wide-ranging co-curricular activities designed to help 
students develop their professional skills.

 The collective effort and dedication of the 
Prime College Team has led to a continual progress 
and success of our institution. After establishing the 
first BIM program in Nepal less than two decades ago, 
we have added six new academic programs to our 
college’s catalog including a master’s level course in 
Management. As a Management and I.T. institution, 
Prime College has continuously placed a special 
emphasis on innovation, as well as encouraged creative 
thinking among our students under the supervision 
of our dedicated faculty members. In the past couple 
of years ago Prime College has collaborated with 
national and international institutions and hosted virtual 
seminars, conference, ICT Meet Up, and Artificial 
Intelligence Training workshops. We are also working 
to upgrade the overall infrastructure of the college to 
continue to offer our students, faculty members, and 
staff a cutting-edge technology and conducive learning 
environment.

 With support and collaboration from and 
between the students, faculty members, staff, parents, 
and other well-wishers, I am certain that Prime College 
will continue to progress and evolve as an ideal 
educational institution and a hub for future leaders and 
innovators.

A

Prof. Dr. Sundar Shyam Bhakta Mathema
Chairperson – Prime College / Prime Educational Inc.

Qualifications:
M. Ed. (TU), MS (USA) &
Ph.D. in Education Evaluation (India)

Years of Experience:
45 years in Teaching
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 t the outset, Prime College Family sincerely extends 
 its best wishes for your safety, good health and 
 happiness. It has been a challenging time for all of us in 
 almost all of this year and it looks that we have to 
continue to fight against the COVID-19 pandemic and move with 
the uncertainties that lie ahead in the year 2021 as well. However, 
the College Family is confident that we will be managing these 
tough times safely and successfully to realize our educational 
goals.

At the backdrop of the COVID-19, Prime College is working to 
address and respond to the implications of the pandemic and, 
following the protocols issued by the Tribhuvan University (TU), we 
are organizing our educational programmes embracing a Distance 
Learning Pedagogy (DLP) at present to ensure that our students 
receive the highest quality education. But, with the new intake 
at hand, we will be managing our educational programmes and 
running the college as effectively as possible. Thus, Prime College 
will continue to progress being a leading educational institution 
with its inspirational, creative and innovative status. 
  
Prime incorporates the modern educational processes and 
methodologies especially the new trends being adopted world-wide 
in education after the COVID 19 pandemic so that the stated motto 
of the college is achieved to everyone’s satisfaction. In fact, we 
would like to equip and inspire our graduates to be able to lead in 
whichever front of the world of work they enter into at national and 
international levels and become leaders and job creators rather 
than followers and job seekers. We also endeavour to prepare 
our graduates so that they become very valuable members of the 
society they live in and appear always enthusiastic and alert to 
fulfill their social responsibilities.

In order to facilitate our students to realize their full potentials 
over the years of 4 years, we have plenty of support systems 
such as Labs, Library, Seminar Halls and so on and the Value-
added programs to augment the all round development of 
their personalities. Various Clubs supported by the college but 
independently run by the students themselves also provide useful 
opportunities to develop their leadership acumen, obtain valuable 
real-world experience, organizational qualities and the like. The 
success of our alumni being involved in highly prestigious national 
and international organizations and their social and economic 
status in their communities justify our vision and educational 
strategies giving us the confidence that the College is effectively 
moving in the right direction under the TU.

Finally, I express my sincere thank-you to all the Directors of the 
Board, dignitaries of the TU, all the promoters, well wishers and 
friends, faculties and staff, our beloved students for their positive 
contributions to take the College to this height of success and 
feel confident that the enviable reputation of the college will be 
enhanced further.

Let’s stay safe, healthy and happy and please feel free to contact 
us if you have any suggestion, question or concern about us. We 
are always committed for the welfare of our students, the future of 
Nepal.      

A

Mr. Narayan Prasad Sharma
Principal – Prime College

Qualifications:
M. Ed (TU), M. Sc (UK)

Years of Experience:
45 years in Teaching
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EDUCATORS WHO MAKE 
PRIME DIFFERENT

Mr. Rupendra Gopali

  Life at Prime not only focuses on quality education but 
also nurtures you to get success in life, having the needed skills 
and knowledge in this contemporary dynamic environment. It is 
a platform with meticulously designed pedagogy so that students 
can define and balance their personal and professional objectives.

We challenge students intellectually for excellence rather than 
success, prioritize them to be right rather than forcing to be best 
and project them the way they can grow rather than survive alone.

As an ex- Primerian, I, too, have got the opportunity to experience 
warm and vibrant learning environment and I assure the same to 
my students.
Welcome to Prime College to realize your dream.

“
Mr. Rupendra Gopali, BBA & BIM Coordinator
MBA (Ace Institute of Management), BIM (Prime College) 
7 years experience in Academic Teaching

Mr. Amit Sthapit

“ Globalization and technological advancement have 
added challenges in academia. Scoring better grades or marks 
alone does not guarantee a student’s overall personality. A 
student has to be a complete package of qualifications, skills 
and training after graduation who is capable of handling offices, 
run business or establish a company.

Our aim is not only to teach the designed courses of the 
university but also to help students compete in the fast growing 
technological world as per the needs of time. Finally, I would 
like to assure that you will be duly benefited by the depth of 
knowledge and additional skill-oriented programs offered by 
the college.

Mr. Amit Sthapit, BBS & MBS Coordinator
MBS (TU) 
13 years experience in Academic Teaching

Er. Rolisha Sthapit

“ Prime College aims to promote academic excellence 
in the IT field, where we strive hard to create an environment 
for fostering innovation and creativity. We provide student-
centered teaching-learning methods, extracurricular activities, 
and personality development to shape the students as leaders 
of tomorrow in the competitive world. BCA program includes 
both the theoretical and practical knowledge of computers 
and their applications. Along with the course curriculum, we 
also provide our students with various value-added courses 
to enhance their career prospects. We prepare our students 
to face all the challenges in their upcoming days. So, Prime 
college provides you the right platform for your better career.

Er. Rolisha Sthapit, BCA Coordinator
Masters in Computer System and Knowledge 
Engineering (IOE, TU)
B.E in Electronics and Communication Engineering (TU)
6 years experience in Academic Teaching

“ Management is the fusion of personal and professional 
life. As in the management field, we are very much concerned 
about managing our students to prepare them for successful 
future business leaders and managers. All the students 
enrolled in our management course (Bachelor of Business 
Management) are cultivated not only with the given curriculum 
but are also nurtured with extra value added courses of soft 
skill trainings, computer skill trainings and different motivational 
sessions.

Ms. Sushma Maharjan, BBM Coordinator
MBS (TU)
10 years experience in Academic Teaching

Ms. Sushma Maharjan

Ms. Dikshya Singh

    Being in the IT field, it always challenges me to give our 
students something new and career oriented. To be specific, 
every student enrolled either in information technology or 
computer application courses in Prime College isnurtured 
not only with the curriculum defined but also provided with 
many value added training namely, technical and soft skill 
training. We believe in creating a dynamic environment which 
helps to boost up the confidence level of our students which 
ultimately makes them socially responsible, professional and 
a successful citizen.

Ms. Dikshya Singh, Bsc. CSIT Coordinator
BCA (University of Mysore), MCA (Anna University)
5 years experience in Academic Teaching

“
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ACADEMIC
TOPPERS

Sagar Pyakurel
3.66 CGPA, BIM

Neeru Maharjan
74.50%, BBSSichu Shrestha

80.43%, BSc. CSIT

Shreistee Adhikari
3.8 CGPA, BBA

TU
TOPPERS

Salony Shakya
2nd & 4th Semester, BBA

Jikesh Thapa
3rd Semester, BIM

Baburam Bohara
6th Semester , BIM

Academic Toppers9 | TU Toppers | 10



Prime in Pictures

life at prime

Want More?
Follow Us on:

facebook &  InstagramInstagram

Explore why you'll love the vibrant environment 
of our college.

www.prime.edu.np | 12Life at PRIME11 |



Identify your career goal
Life is all about your next step...

1 Decide what you want to study
Select your career according to your interest and
passion. Make sure to identify your top skills and

brainstorm career options.

2
 Search out for the right college

Research and choose a proper college on the basis of 
your field of study and your feasibility. Try counselling

and get an insider perspective to determine
your ideal college.

3
Map out your career path

Carefully plan out on what you wish to achieve in the
coming 4 years. Analyze your goals and track your progress

to reach your desired objective.

4
Submit your applications:

 Fill and submit the application of the college you
desire to join. Patiently wait for their response!

Our Courses13 |



97 Credit HRS

Management
Courses

18 Credit HRS

Specialization
Courses

3 Credit HRS

Computer & IT
Courses

3 Credit HRS

Summer
Project

3 Credit HRS

Internship

BBA
 at a glance

Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) program 
provides fundamental Business concepts and ethics 
required in today’s modern world. Revolving around the 
elemental areas of business, management, economics, 
marketing, accounting, and finance, the BBA course 
provides an insight in management and leadership skills 
in order to develop students for managerial roles and 
entrepreneurship. Throughout the tenure of the course, the 
students learn various aspects of business administration 
and management through classroom lectures and practical 
projects.

Minimum Grade of D+ in each individual  subject

English -I
Principles of Management
Microeconomics
Business Mathematics -I
Computer and Information Technology
Application

ENG 201:
MGT 201: 
ECO 201: 
MTH 201: 
ITC 201:  

ENG 202: 
MGT 202:
ECO 202: 
MTH 202:
ITC 202: 

English -II
Human Resource Management
Macroeconomics
Business Mathematics -II
Introductory Database

Business Communication
Business Statistics
Financial Accounting
Business Finance
Management Information
System

ENG 203: 
STT 201: 
ACC 201: 
FIN 201: 
ITC 203: 

Business Law
Business Environment in Nepal
Cost and Management Accounting
Psychology
Fundamentals of Marketing

MGT 204:
MGT 206:
ACC 202:
PSY 201:
MKT 201:

MGT 207: 
FIN 202: 
MGT 205:

SOC 201:
ACC203: 

International Business
Basic Financial Management 
Fundamentals of Operations
Management
Sociology for Business
Corporate Taxation in Nepal

MGT 203:
MGT 210:
SOC 202:
RCH 201:
ITC 204:

Organizational Behavior
Entrepreneurship
Nepalese Society and Politics
Business Research Methods
E-Commerce

MGT 209:

PRJ 350:
Three Specialization Courses
(9 credit hours) (Any three courses)

Business Ethics and
Social Responsibility
Summer project

Business Strategy
Internship

MSM 208:
MGT 350:
Three Specialization Courses
(9 credit hours) (Any three courses)

equivalent in any discipline.

www.prime.edu.np/bba | 16
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BBM
 at a glance

Bachelor of Business Management (BBM) is designed 
for aspiring business leaders and managers of the future. 
This program enlightens students on General Education 
Courses, Core Business and Management Courses, Core 
Information Management Courses and allows students 
to focus on their chosen area of management. Starting 
from the fifth semester, students can specialize among 
four areas of Business management i.e. Bank Operation 
and Cooperative Management, Sales and Marketing 
Management, Insurance and Risk Management and 
Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Development.

MGT 318:
Elective Course II
Elective Course III
Focus Area Course V
MGT 351: 

Business Strategy

Project Report Writing or Internship

E-commerce
Business Ethics and Social
Responsibility

ITC 311:
MGT 317:

Elective Course I
Focus Area Course III
Focus Area Course IV
(Two focus area course among the following group
which is already selected in previous semester)which is already selected in previous semester)
   Bank Operations and Cooperative
   Management (BNK)
   Sales and Marketing (MKT)
   Insurance and Risk Management (INS)
   Entrepreneurship and Enterprise
   Development (EED)

Database Management
Business Environment in Nepal
Introduction to International
Business

COM 312:
MGT 315:
MGT 316:

Focus Area Course II
(One focus area course among the following group which
is already selected in previous Semester)
  Bank Operations and Cooperative
 Management (BNK)
 Sales and Marketing (MKT)
 Insurance and Risk Management (INS)
 Entrepreneurship and Enterprise
 Development (EED)

2
Organizational Behavior
Fundamentals of Marketing
Introduction to Operations
Management
Legal Environment of Business

MGT 203:
MKT 311:
OPR 311:

MGT 314:
Focus Area Course I
(One focus area course among the following group)
   Bank Operations and Cooperative   Bank Operations and Cooperative
   Management (BNK)
   Sales and Marketing (MKT)
   Insurance and Risk Management (INS)
   Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Development
   (EED)

Accounting for Decision Making
Financial Management
Human Resource Management
Taxation in Nepal
Business Research Methods

ACC 313:
FIN 312:
MGT 313:
ACC314:
RCH 311:

www.prime.edu.np/bbm | 18



BBS
 at a glance

Prime College provides a 4-year course on Bachelor of 
Business Studies (BBS) affiliated to TU. This program 
focuses on the importance and appreciation for the diversity 
and inter-relationship of business and management issues. 
In the latter part of the course, it furnishes opportunities 
to choose any management sector and specialization 
courses to provide a degree of functional expertise.
The course is designed in such a way that students can 
compete with any other programs having clear conceptual 
and practical knowledge.

First Year (500)
MGT 201:
MGT 202:
MGT 207:
MGT 211:

MGT 213:

Business English
Business Statistics 
Microeconomics for Business
Financial Accounting and
Analysis
Principles of Management 1

Second Year (500)
MGT 205: Business Communication 
MGT 209: Macroeconomics for Business 
MGT 212: Cost and Management
Accounting
MGT 223: Organizational Behavior &
Human Resource Management
MGMGT 215: Fundamentals of Financial
Management 2
Third Year (500)

Business Law
Foundation of Financial
Systems 
Business Environment and
Strategy
Taxation in Nepal
Fundamentals of MarketingFundamentals of Marketing

MGT 204:
MGT 226:

MGT 217:

MGT 224:
MGT 214: 3

Fourth Year (500)

4
BBS COURSE DETAILS

Minimum grade of D Plus (D+) in +2.  
Minimum score of second division marks in each 10+2 subjects.

Entrance test score of 40 required.

Admission requirementDuration

8 Semester
4 Years

Course

Bachelors of
Business Studies

www.prime.edu.np/bbs | 20



BIM
 at a glance

Prime College offers a comprehensive Bachelor's 
Degree in Information and Management in management 
settings affiliated to Tribhuvan University (TU).  Bachelor 
of Information Management (BIM) is intended to help 
students learn all perspectives of management varying 
from human resource, marketing, accounting, and 
finance. It also benefits the students by improving their 
skills in object-oriented software design methods and data 
management systems. Upon completion, the students 
will be able to use IT and computational techniques to 
solve the real-world problem as well as enhance their 
managerial skills.

60 CREDIT HRS

IT and Computer
Courses

30 CREDIT HRS

Business
Courses

24 CREDIT HRS

Foundation
Courses

6 CREDIT HRS

Elective
Courses

6 CREDIT HRS

Internship
and 

Summer Project

First semester: (15 credit hours)
ENG 201:  English-I 
IT 211:       Computer Information System 
IT 212:       Digital Logic Design 
MGT 201:  Principles of Management 
MTH 201:  Basic Mathematics 1

Second semester: (15 credit hours)
IT 213:      Structured Programming 
IT 214:    Data communication and
                 Computer Network                         
MGT 204:  Business Communication 
MGT 202:  Discrete Mathematics 
SOC 201:  Sociology for Business SOC 201:  Sociology for Business 2

Third semester: (15 credit hours)
ACC 201:  Financial Accounting 
IT 215:    Web Technology-I 
IT 216:      Java Programming-I 
IT 217:      Computer Organization 
STT 201:   Business Statistics 3

Fourth semester: (15 credit hours)
ACC 202:  Cost and Management  
                  Accounting 
ECO 201:  Microeconomics 
IT 218:      Data Structure and Algorithm 
      with Java 
IIT 219:      Web Technology-II 
IT 220:      Database Management System    4

Fifth semester: (15 credit hours)
ECO 202:  Macroeconomics 
IT 221:      Computer Graphics 
IT 222:      Java Programming-II
IT 223:      Advanced Internet Working 
MKT 201:  Fundamentals of Marketing  5

Sixth semester: (15 credit hours)
FIN 201:   Business Finance 
IT 224:      Software Engineering
IT 225:      Computer Security & Cyber Law 
IT 351:      Summer Project 
MGT 202: Human Resource Management
MGMGT 206: Business Environment in Nepal 6

Seventh semester: (15 credit hours)
IT 226:      Management Information 
      System 
IT 227:      Object-Oriented Analysis and 
           Design 
IT 228:       Artificial Intelligence 
MGMGT 203:  Operation Behavior
MGT 205:  Operation Management      
MGT 208:  Business Strategy  7

Eighth semester: (15 credit hours)
IT 229:   IT Entrepreneurship and Supply
         Chain Management 
IT 230:   Economics of Information and  
              Communication
Elective-I
Elective-IIElective-II
IT 350:  Internship Elective-I 8

BIM COURSE DETAILS

Minimum CGPA grade of 1.8 in 10+2.
Minimum Grade of D+ in each individual subject.

PCL or equivalent in any discipline.
CMAT score minimum of 40 required.

Admission requirementDuration

8 Semester
4 Years

Course

Bachelor of 
Information Management

www.prime.edu.np/bim | 22



84 CREDIT HRS

Computer Science
& 

IT Core Courses

     15 CREDIT HRS

Computer Science
 &

IT Electives

3 CREDIT HRS

Management Core
Courses

12 CREDIT HRS

Mathematics & 
Statistics Core

Courses

3 CREDIT HRS

Natural Science
Core Courses

 9 CREDIT HRS

Project Work
& Internships

BSc. CSIT
 at a glance

BSc. CSIT (Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and 
Information Technology) program develops the underlying 
principles of both Computer Science and Information 
Technology and strengthens the skills that are essential for 
both computer professionals and IT specialists.
Designed for enhancing expertise in the theory, design, 
programming and computer application, BSc. CSIT 
Degree prepares the student to pursue a career in the 
field of information technology. Upon the completion of 
this degree, student will be able to design the real world 
e-media products or create technical solutions to hardware 
and software problems.

First semester: (15 credit hours)
CSC 109:  Introduction to Information 
       Technology 
CSC 110:   C-Programming 
CSC 111:   Digital Logic 
MTH 112:   Mathematics-I 
PHPHY 113:   Physics 1
Third semester: (15 credit hours)
CSC 206:  Data Structure and 
      Algorithm  
CSC 207:  Numerical Method 
CSC 208:  Computer Architecture  
CSC 209:  Computer Graphics  
SSTA 210:   Statistics-II 3
Fifth semester: (15 credit hours)
CSC 314:  Design and Analysis of
        Algorithms  
CSC 315:  System Analysis and Design
CSC 316:  Cryptography  
CSC 317:  Simulation and Modeling
CSC 318:  CSC 318:  Web Technology
Elective-I     

List of Electives:
Multimedia Computing (CSC 319)
Wireless Networking (CSC 320)
Image Processing (CSC 321)
Knowledge Management (CSC 322)
Society and Ethics in ISociety and Ethics in IT (CSC 323)
Microprocessor Based Design (CSC 324)

5
Sixth semester: (15 credit hours)
CSC 364:    Software Engineering  
CSC 365:    Compiler Design and 
                 Construction 
CSC 366:    E-Governance  
CSC 367:    NET Centric Computing
CSC 368:   CSC 368:    Technical Writing  
Elective-II  

List of Elective:
Applied Logic(CSC 369)
E-commerce(CSC 370)
Automation and Robotics (CSC 371)
Neural Networks(CSC 372)
Computer Hardware Design (CSC 373)Computer Hardware Design (CSC 373)
Cognitive Science (CSC 374)

6

Second semester: (15 credit hours)
CSC 160:    Discrete Structure
CSC 161:    Object-Oriented Programming
CSC 162:    Microprocessor
MTH 163:    Mathematics-II
STA 164:     Statistics-I2
Fourth semester: (15 credit hours)
CSC 257:    Theory of Computation 
CSC 258:    Computer Networks  
CSC 259:    Operating System  
CSC 260:    Database Management System 
CSC 261:    Artificial Intelligence  
z z 4

Seventh semester: (15 credit hours)
CSC 409:   Advanced Java Programming 
CSC 410:   Data Warehousing and Data 
       Mining 
MGT 411:   Principles of Management 
CSC 412:   Project Work
Elective -III Elective -III 

List of Electives:
Information Retrieval (CSC 413)
Database Administration (CSC 414)
Software Project Management (CSC 415)
Network Security (CSC 416)
Digital System Design (CSC 417)
International Marketing (MGInternational Marketing (MGT 418)

7
Eighth semester: (15 credit hours)
CSC 461: Advanced Database 
CSC 462: Internship
Elective -IV
Elective-V 

List of Electives:
Advanced Networking with IPV6 (CSC 463)Advanced Networking with IPV6 (CSC 463)
Distributed Networking  (CSC 464)
Game Technology  (CSC 465)
Distributed and Object-Oriented Database 
(CSC 466)
Introduction to Cloud Computing  (CSC 467)
Geographical Information System  (CSC 468)
Decision Support System and Expert System Decision Support System and Expert System 
(CSC 469)
Mobile Application Development  (CSC 470)
Real-Time System  (CSC 471)
Network and System Administration  (CSC 472)
Embedded Systems Programming  (CSC 473)
International Business Management  (MGT 474)

8

 BSC. CSIT COURSE DETAILS

Minimum score of 45% marks or 2 CGPA not less than C in single subject
PCL or equivalent in Science (Physics and Mathematics compulsory.)

IOST Entrance Written Test score minimum of 40 required.

Admission requirementDuration

8 Semester
 4 Years

Course

Bachelor of Science in 
Computer Science and 
Information Technology

www.prime.edu.np/bsccsit | 24



BCA
 at a glance

Bachelor of Computer Application (BCA) is a technical 
perspective of education combined with Management 
which aims to provide students with theoretical and 
practical knowledge of computer and its application. 
BCA in Prime College helps students to design, build 
and manage IT infrastructure. Regarding the job 
prospects for BCA graduates, it ranges from a system 
manager to the system analyst, project manager, 
database administrator and so on.

71 CREDIT HRS

Core
Courses

     15 CREDIT HRS

Social Sciences & 
Management 

Courses

6 CREDIT HRS

Language
Project

13 CREDIT HRS

Project &
Internships

3 CREDIT HRS

Mathematics and
Statistics
Courses

 12 CREDIT HRS

Elective 
Courses

First semester: (15 credit hours)
CACS 101:  Computer Fundamentals and 
                    Applications
CASO 102:  Society and Technology
CAEN 103:  English I
CAMT 104:  Mathematics I
CACS 105:  Digital LogicCACS 105:  Digital Logic 1

Second semester: (16 credit hours)
CACS 151:    C Programming
CAAC 152:    Financial Accounting
CAEN 153:    English II
CAMT 154:    Mathematics II
CACS 155:    Microprocessor and
                      Computer                      Computer Architecture2

Third semester: (15 credit hours)
CACS 201:   Data Structures and 
       Algorithms
CAST 202:    Probability and Statistics
CACS 203:   System analysis and design
CACS 204:   OOP in Java
CACS 205:   CACS 205:   Web Technology 3

Fourth semester: (17 credit hours)
CACS 251:    Operating System
CACS 252:    Numerical Methods
CACS 253:    Software Engineering
CACS 254:    Scripting Language
CACS 255:    Database Management 
             System
CAPJ 256:     Project I  4

Fifth semester: (15 credit hours)
CACS 301:  MIS and E-Business
CACS 302:  DotNet Technology
CACS 303:  Computer Networking
CAMG 304:   Introduction to Management
CACS 305:  Computer Graphics and
                 Animation  5

Sixth semester: (17 credit hours)
CACS 351:   Mobile Programming
CACS 352:   Distributed System
CAEC 353:   Applied Economics
CACS 354:   Advanced Java Programming
CACS 355:   Network Programming
CAPJ 356:    Project IICAPJ 356:    Project II6

Seventh semester: (15 credit hours)
CACS 401:  Cyber Law and Professional 
        Ethics
CACS 402:  Cloud Computing
CAIN 403:    Internships
Elective I
Elective II Elective II 7

Eighth semester: (15 credit hours)
CAOR 451:   Operation Research
CAPJ 452 :   Project III
Elective III
Elective IV8

BCA COURSE DETAILS

Minimum CGPA grade of 2 in 10+2.
Minimum score of 40% marks and not less than D+ in single Subject

PCL or equivalent in any discipline.

BCA entrance written test score minimum of 40 required.

Admission requirementDuration

8 Semester
4 Years

Course

Bachelor of 
Computer Application

www.prime.edu.np/bca | 26



MBS
 at a glance

Master of Business Studies (MBS) is a two year
(4 semesters) program conducted by the Faculty of 
Management, Tribhuvan University.

The course aims to guide the students equip the 
required conceptual knowledge of business and 
management. Comprising of accounting, marketing, 
finance and general management, MBS empowers the 
students to meet the market requirements for high-level 
managers. The curriculum provides the student with an 
exposure to the local or global business and economic 
environment and develops their entrepreneurial 
capabilities.

www.prime.edu.np/mbs | 28

97 CREDIT HRS

Core
Courses

9 CREDIT HRS

Specialization
Courses

3 CREDIT HRS

Dissertation

First Semester (15 credit hours)
MKT 511 : Marketing Management 
ECO 512: Managerial Economics 
MSC 514: Statistical Methods 
MGT 515: Organizational Behavior 
MGT 519: Managerial Communication 1
Second Semester (15 credit hours)
ACC 517:  Management Accountancy
FIN 510  :  Financial Management
MGT 513:  Human Resource Management
MGT 518:  Business Environment
MSC 517:  Production and Operations
             Management 2
Third Semester (15 credit hours)
ACC 519: Accounting for Financial and
     Managerial Decisions
                 and Control
MSC 521: Research Methodology
MGT 522: International Business
MGMGT 524: Entrepreneurship
Specialization Course
(Any one from Group A)

Finance
FIN 687:   Financial Derivatives and Market
FIN 688:   Corporate Finance

Accountancy
ACC 685: CorporateACC 685: Corporate Taxation
ACC 686: Cost Management

Management
MGT 687: Recent Trends in Management
MGT 688: Organizational Theory

Marketing
MKT 691: Advertising and Promotion
                 Management                 Management
MKT 692: Rural Marketing

3

Fourth Semester (15 credit hours)
MGT 523: Strategic Management
MGT 525: Dissertation (6 credit hours)
Specialization Courses
(Any Two from Group B)

Finance (Any Two) 
FIN 685: Financial Market and InstitutionsFIN 685: Financial Market and Institutions
FIN 686: International Financial
    Management
FIN 689: Investment Management
FIN 690: Insurance: Theory and Practice 
FIN 691: Commercial Bank Management:
               Theory and Practice

Marketing (AnyMarketing (Any Two)
MKT 685:  Consumer Behavior
MKT 686:  International Marketing
MKT 687:  Brand Management
MKT 688:  Sales Management
MKT 689:  Retail Management
MKT 690:  Services Marketing
  
Accountancy (Any Two)
ACC 687:  Contemporary Auditing
ACC 688:  Accounting Theory and
      Financial Reporting
ACC 689:  Management Control Systems
ACC 690:  Balance Scorecard: A Tool for
                  Performance Management                  Performance Management
 
Management (Any Two)
MGT 685:  Organizational Development
      and Change
MGT 686:  Quality Management
MGT 689:  Performance Management
MGMGT 690:  Leadership and Communication

4
MBS COURSE DETAILS

Bachelor Degree from TU or any university recognized by TU are eligible.
CMAT score minimum of 40 required.

Admission requirementDuration

4 Semester
2 Years

Course

Masters of
Business Studies
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SUPPORT ALONG
THE WAY

Library:
Prime College provides students with a well-equipped 
library, a place where an idea comes to life. Additionally, we 
have over 300 internship reports, more than 450 fieldwork 
reports, and around 150 summer projects. Offering the 
students with a large and comfortable space, the library of 
Prime College helps the students in their academic areas as 
well as gain extra enlightenment in a peaceful environment.

Computer Lab:
The Computer lab in Prime College functions as a study 
station and a learning destination to help students fulfill 
their objectives and desires of discovery, innovation, and 
execution. Proffering the students with an up-to-date and 
high-quality computing tools, gadgets, and software along 
with a high-speed internet technology, The computer lab 
acts as a perfect point for the students to deal with their 
projects, research, and presentations.

Research Cell:
In due respect of the paramount importance of research in 
academia, a research cell has been established in Prime 
College, which functions under the Academic Council of 
Prime College. It is involved in carrying out the following 
activities:
• Carrying out the action in the area of different 

functional areas of management and information 
education.

• Guiding and facilitating research projects and summer 
projects of BBS, BBA and BIM programs.

• Encouraging and enabling faculty members to 
enhance their research skills and develop a career in 
academic research.

Digital Logic Lab:
Prime College offers the students with a digital logic lab 
where the students can apprehend about digital computing 
and understand the communication of circuits and hardware 
within a computer.  

Auditorium Hall:
One of the important and central spaces of Prime College is 
the auditorium hall, a place for various activities like formal 
discussions, guest lectures, presentations, workshops, and 
other events. Prime College provides students with a fully 
equipped auditorium with a proper sound system, display 
arrangement, and a comfortable seating facility.

Cafeteria:
The cafeteria at Prime College provides a wide range of 
varieties of food and drinks at a reasonable cost. Accessible 
from early in the morning till late in the afternoon, it 
provides hygienic food and serves as a meet-up spot to the 
students. There is an extensive choice of vegetarian and 
non-vegetarian meals and refreshments to help students 
rejuvenate themselves.

PRIME COLLEGE PROVIDES SEVERAL FACILITIES AND AMENITIES IN ORDER TO HELP STUDENTS ACHIEVE 
THEIR GOALS AND PASSION. THE PROVISION OF THESE RESOURCES ACTS AS A MEDIATOR

AND A SUPPORT SYSTEM TO GUIDE THE STUDENTS IN THEIR JOURNEY
AND HELP THEM ACCOMPLISH THEIR OBJECTIVES.

Prime College beholds all required 
resources via which the students 
can map their theoretical knowledge
into simultaneous practical works

in the laboratory.

- Dikshya Singh
BSc. CSIT 

Co-ordinator

LIBRARY
COMPUTER  LAB
RESEARCH  CELL

AUDITORIUM  HALL
CAFETERIA

DIGITAL  LOGIC  LAB
BASKETBALL  COURT

Support along the way | 32www.prime.edu.np31 |



WHAT MAKES
PRIME SPECIAL ?

In Prime College, “INITIATE, EXPLORE, INNOVATE” 
is not just a slogan but rather you get to live it to reality. 
Prime College is a place of learning, fun, culture, literature 
and many such life enhancing activities. My life at Prime 
College is making me stronger and taking me a step further 
to becoming an independent person.

Shristi Gurung, BBS

The internship oppurtunity has been a wonderful 
experience and has taught me more than I could’ve 
imagined. It helped me realize my real potential. Faculty 
members at Prime College have provided me proper 
guidance and enhanced my technical knowledge which 
helped me work in one of the most reputed software 
development companies in Nepal.

Prabin Dhungana, BIM

I choose to learn from the best and for sure, Prime is one of 
the best colleges. Prime college has helped me to broaden 
my views and encouraged me to be the best version of 
myself. It has been great so far and I look forward to the 
difference in my life years down the road once I follow the 
path clearly pointed out for me. If you’re serious about 
learning, Prime College is well worth your time, money and 
energy.

Liza Tamang, MBS

Out of many colleges, what makes Prime College better 
is that it doesn’t only provide best education services but 
also focuses on providing comfortable and productive 
environment for students. Prime college  provides various 
platforms where individuals can express their talents and 
interest which help them to build self-confidence and good 
moral character.

Samyukta Silakar, BBM

Being a curious learner, I found Prime College as an 
intercessor with the necessary resources and platform 
where I can explore and grow into a strong, independent 
individual. I chose prime because of its esteemed faculty, 
full fledged laboratories and multidimensional extra 
curricular activities that is helping me to develop my 
physical as well as interpersonal skills.

Shayana Shrestha, BSc. CSIT

I feel overwhelmed to be a part of this dynamic team 
of Prime College which has helped me to push my 
confidence, enthusiasm, potentiality and attitude. With 
the help of the cooperative and energetic teachers, I am 
able to broaden my views and learn new ideas. I am also 
thankful to the college for providing us with well-furnished 
classrooms with all the necessary equipments.

Rohit K.C, BCA

Being a part of the club in Prime College has helped me 
learn team coordination,  benefitted with my personality 
development and has boosted up my confidence. I am able 
to create new ideas, Initiate and Innovate them and explore 
myself. The bond that I share within the club always makes 
me feel like a part of a family and motivates me to work 
with more passion.

Ruchi Bania, BBA
What makes PRIME Special? | 34



Leeza Baidar 
Prime IT Club

Manish Shrestha  
Creative Hub

JOIN OUR
CLUBS & ASSOCIATION
Clubs provide a platform to the students which help them enhance their skills and guide 
them in their journey. Clubs in Prime College are all about boosting up students’ confidence, 
personality, and pace for moving forward in the future as well as in the job market.

The activities organized by the clubs aim to develop several 
transferable skills within the members:

•  Leadership and Personality Development
• Communication and Networking
• Organizational Skills
• Time management
• Team Work

Every year, Clubs at Prime organize a wide 
range of events. This gives an opportunity 
to everyone to get together, socialize, meet 

new people and most importantly
learn new things.

-Amit Sthapit
BBS & MBS Co-ordinator

Clubs & Association
at PRIME

CLUB 25 PRIME CHAPTER
CREATIVE HUB

ENTREPRENEURIAL MANAGEMENT CLUB
PRIME CULTURAL CLUB

PRIME IT CLUB
PRIME SPORTS CLUB

Find out more at
prime.edu.np/clubs-and-associations/

www.prime.edu.np | 36Join the club35 |

Abhinandan Khatiwada
Prime Sports Club

Sara Tuladhar
Prime EMC Shrabin Sthapit

Club 25: Prime Chapter Tina Sharma
Prime Cultural Club



Club 25 Prime Chapter is an integral part of Club 25 Nepal and Prime College. It was established in the year 2010 following the same 
values and norms of Club 25 Nepal. This club is a youthful concept, promoting the value of saving lives by organizing blood donation 
programs. This club performs various activities related to students’ welfare, especially a blood donation program and awareness 
program. The main motto is to retain the youth as a regular blood donor associated with the Blood Donors Association of Nepal.  
Promoting the value of saving lives by giving blood is the main objective of this club. The club mainly focuses on blood donation 

programs as the main event every year.

“ The club helps the students develop a positive attitude by letting 
them get involved in various activities that contribute towards the society. It 
aims to make the students understand the value and importance of community 
well-being through different social campaigns.

BLOOD DONATION

Managed by Club 25 Prime Chapter,
Prime College organizes a blood donation campaign every year 
at the college premises. In association with the Blood Donors 
Association of Nepal, the motto of this campaign is to save lives 
by donating blood.  The event encourages the students to actively 
participate in such social service activities and motivates everyone 
to contribute to society by donating blood.

TEACHER'S DAY

From this year on, Prime Cultural Club is taking a new initiation by 
celebrating Cultural Diversity Day. It is all about having different cultures 
respecting, acknowledging and valuing each other's variations in terms of 
race, religion, ethnic groups, religion and language. Here, students represent 
their culture, the place where they belong by wearing their cultural dress, 
performing their traditional dances, cooking their cultural dishes and more. 
As a result of this, the event can showcase a totally different variety of 
distinct societies/cultures in a specific region living in peace and harmony.

Recent Activity
Medical Camp was organized in collaboration with all the clubs of Prime 
College (Prime Cultural Club, Prime EMC, Club 25 Prime Chapter, Sports 
Club, Prime IT club) and Prime Educational INC. This event specially focused 
for free health campaign where the locals and students were provided with 
free health services. This event included dental checkup, general checkup, 
and blood sugar test and blood donation.
 Peoples Dental College and Hospitals Pvt. Ltd and Grande Hospital 
collaborated with Prime medical camp to make this event successful. General 
checkup and dental checkup were conducted by Peoples Dental College and 
Hospitals Pvt. Ltd And Blood donation was carried out by Grande hospital.

Recent Activities
 Christmas
Deusi Vailo 

 Diversity Day (new initiation)
Teacher’s Day
Vintuna Rally

 The Club focuses on promoting the native customs as well as a less acknowledged culture among the individuals. The main agenda 
of the club is all about maintaining the identity and integrity of spreading cultural awareness through teamwork.   

“  Our Club has a big hand in providing students some refreshing hours to relish the 
cultural vibes in order to enlighten all the youths that are responsible for maintaining cultural 
integrity and carrying it along the coming years. 

Creative Hub | 36Club 25 PRIME Chapter37 | Prime Cultural Club | 38



Prime Entrepreneurial Management Club (EMC) is a team of purposefully driven individuals who believe in the power of leadership 
and its ability to aspire change in society. Established on July 15, 2012, Prime EMC stands tall and proud as they work together to 
foster the skills of Entrepreneurship, Leadership, Management & Networking.

Moving forward with the motto “It’s we building us”, Prime EMC thrives to develop itself while helping others to flourish. 

“ After joining the club, students get numerous opportunities to work on various events 
and workshops as a volunteer or an organizer. This will help students to improve themselves 
on overall development like public speaking, personality, confidence enhancement while 
giving the ability to pursue on removing the gap between education and the industry.

GRADUATION CEREMONY

Every year, Prime College in collaboration with The Prime 
Entrepreneurial Management  Club, organizes a highly 
sophisticated and prestigious event, “The Graduation Ceremony” 
where the graduates are appreciated and valued for their 
effort, dedication and accomplishment. Parents/Guardians also 
accompany the graduates on this grand occasion which is hosted 
for an audience of hundreds of people. This event signifies the end 
of college and marks the beginning of a new life.

Prime EMC | 40

Recent Activities
Brain Drain by KTM Consultancy

Entrepreneurship and Leadership Workshop
Entrepreneurship by the founder of Khalisisi, Ms. Aysuhi K.C.

Putali- The Hope
The F-Word - A workshop on Facebook and Social Media 

Marketing

Prime Sports Club, the oldest formed club amongst the 5 clubs, was established in 2002. The main objective of this club is to support 
the students’ talent in various kinds of sports. The club helps to shape the skills of students in a proper manner. It has helped students 
perform better in sports at any competition whether at the national level, inter-college sports or intra-college competitions. 

Numerous trophies adorn the college, showcasing our several achievements.The club has organized the renowned ‘Prime College 
Basketball Championship’ at National Levels in association with Nationality Basketball Association (NeBA). The club facilitates many 
sports activities where every student at  Prime participates to compete, experience and honor the spirit of sportsmanship.

“  The club is expected to provide a good platform to enhance students’ abilities by 
letting them indulge in sports events. It helps them shape their raw talent by making them 
competitive as well as dedicated towards their target. 

SPORTS GALA

One of the most awaited events of Prime is the Annual Sports Gala 
organized by the Prime Sports Club. It is a week where students, 
teachers and other staff take part in a wide range of sporting 
activities. There are sports ranging from indoor like chess, carrom 
to outdoor activities like football, cricket, swimming to digital gaming, 
with the competition at its highest peak. Taking into account the 
physical and mental advantages that sports provides this event is 
held to help the students learn sportsmanship and develop their 
overall personality.

Recent Activities
Prime Futsal Competition

Prime Basketball Competition
Prime Cricket Competition

Prime Sports Gala

Prime Sports Club39 |



Creative Hub is a wing of Prime IT Club whose prior focus is on encouraging those creative minds who are willing to explore through 
continual productive learning and dedication. Students with different skills such as videography, photo editing, creative content writing, 
video editing, photography, public speaking, graphic designing and web designing/developing work together to bring up imagination 
into life. Anyone who is interested can participate, provided that they must acquire some basic knowledge of the respective firm they 

have enrolled for.

Recent Activity
Inorder to maintain a good social media profile and create a good network, 
we have created a platform in famous social media site Facebook where 
we feature unique talents of young minds. This platform is solely focused on 
providing different skill sets a chance to get noticed and seek opportunities 
with the help of professionals.  We encourage not only fun ideas but also deep 
research and writing in the interested fields.

“ Creative Hub provides all the brilliant minds a great opportunity to showcase 
their innovative ideas. Here, all the enthusiastic mind meet and form a team to create 
an association to sharpen skills and knowledge.

Recent Activities
Session of Git and GitHub 

Cyber Security Awareness Program 
PrestaShop E-commerce Workshop

UI/Creative Design Workshop
Training on SQL Server
Wordpress Workshop

INTERNET CORE VALUES BY FISHBOWL
Node.js and MongoDB workshop

IT club is the foremost club which is managed by creative as well as tech enthusiast students keen to research on the latest 
technologies in the market and help the students to understand it in a simple and easy way. Established in 2004, the club organizes 
different workshops, seminars, training programs, etc. These practices ultimately help the students to get ready for their careers.

“ The main idea behind establishing this Club was to develop the IT skills amongst 
the students demanded in the current market. The club helps the students of Prime college 
to develop their technical skills as well as other transferable skills. Transferable skills include 
proper coordination with team members, time management skills along with others to help 
them establish themselves in the competitive techno-world.

ANNUAL ICT MEET-UP

 Among these events, annual ICT Meet-Up is the major event 
that the club conducts. This event creates a platform where IT 
experts(from different fields and organizations) share their 
knowledge, ideas, experiences, and current trends in the IT 
industry which would be fruitful for the students in their future 
endeavors. Students from different colleges, as well can join the 
event.

Prime IT Club41 | Creative Hub | 42



DEVELOPING
YOUR SKILLS

www.prime.edu.np43 |

Prime College provides the students with innumerable opportunities which help them grow and strengthen the skills required for a 
successful future. With a wide range of activities and trainings,  Prime college strives to develop versatility amongst the students to 
help them propel to new heights.

Prime aspires to provide special trainings and workshops to students in order to boost their “Hard” and “Soft” skills. Hard Skills are 
mainly associated with technical knowledge and abilities that are required when performing a specific job. These skills are easy to 
measure, observe and quantify and are often used to single out the candidates during an interview. On the other hand, soft skills 
are often intangible and are associated with non-technical abilities . These skills are made up of personal qualities or attributes that 
make a candidate a suitable team member to work within an organization.  

Android 
The course will introduce you to the basics of the Android platform. 
Students will learn about, Android application components, activities 
and their lifecycle, UI design, Multimedia, 2D graphics and networking 
support required for the development of Android mobile applications.

CISCO
CISCO is one of the leading networking systems in the world. Prime 
College is CISCO’s Network Academic Support Center in Nepal. We, 
therefore provide Networking Academic course based on CISCO 
systems to our students.

Computer Proficiency Training
We provide advanced computer proficiency training to our students 
to prepare them for the digital era. With the help of this training, 
students become more comfortable working with the digital peripherals, 
technologies and applications required when coping with the dynamic 
corporate environment. 

Guest Lectures
We regularly conduct guest lectures on essentials as well as trending 
topics to fulfill the gap of regular academic lectures and need of 
contemporary world issues.

Insurance Training
With the objective of familiarizing the students about insurance and its 
legal principles, Prime College provides one week insurance training to 
the students. It helps them understand regulations governing insurance 
business, choose appropriate insurance policies and have knowledge 
about the insurance industry and business in Nepal.

Job Preparation Training
This includes guiding the students with technical skills; CV writing, 
interview preparation, cover letter designs and even creates bridge for 
them to access better employment opportunities.
 
Linux 
Becoming proficient with Linux is becoming proficient with all Unix-
like operating systems as Unix like operating systems runs all kinds of 
computing environment. We provide Linux to expand the opportunities 
to our graduates that continuously grows and expect to dominate in all 
computing environment and infrastructures.
 
Oracle
We groom our students to become master in corporate level applications 
and database systems suitable to all business needs. Oracle is mostly 
used within the industrial field as it is able to handle large amounts 
of data without any single point failure. We provide extensive Oracle 
database training to our students to make them ready for the competitive 
market.

PHP
PHP is a server-side scripting language that intends to teach students to 
manage dynamic content, databases, session tracking, even build entire 
e-commerce sites.

Project Management
We guide our students to conceptualize coffee talk ideas to worthy 
projects. We also train them in different project stages by providing a 
mentor to individual projects. 

Python
This course introduces you to the basic structure useful for data science 
and data analytics. This course is one of the most powerful tools for the 
implementation of Artificial Intelligence and its concepts.

Stock Market Training
The stock market training in Prime College teaches students about basic 
knowledge required to trade in stock market. With a week training and 
practicals, the aim of this training is to enlighten students about Nepal’s 
Stock Exchange, Financial Intermediaries and stock indices.

Soft Skill Training
We believe that exposure is essential to all. So, we provide our students 
to grab the opportunity to express their ideas and communicate with the 
world through excellent listening, reading, speaking and writing skills.

Team Building Bootcamp 
Through various team building activities, bootcamp is especially designed 
for students to make them realize the true value of collaboration and 
teamwork essential to succeed in an organization.

Lectures

Preparation
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What are Employers
Looking for?
Research shows the earlier you begin to plan and build on your soft and hard skills, the more employable 
you become in your career. Start early and get your plan together in the first year so you can make the 
most out of the services and opportunities available at your institution.

6 Great Ways to Improve Your Communication Skills:

Networking Tips: Interview Tips:

• Its not always about SPEAKING! You must also take short courses to improve on your reading, writing   
  and listening skills.

• Joining clubs and associations is a great way to expand your personal and professional network. The  
  activities that you have participated in your time with the club might help you bulid relevant knowledge 
  regarding your area of interest.

• Always familiarise yourself with the environment! No matter where you go, you should learn to adjust 
  with the culture. If you are at school, observe how your fellow friends communicate with the lecturers
  and teachers and learn from them. If you are at home, stay update with the news to enhance your  
  intellectual knowledge. If you are out, indulge yourself in fun activities such as watching movies and
  listening to live music. Try to gather as much experience as possible!

• You will have to work on several group assignments at your time in Prime. So, be proactive and train 
  yourself to work with diverse group of people.Team work is one of the most essential skills that the
  employers look for. This type of college group assignment is a great way to assess your ability to work
  in groups, which in fact mirror workplace tasks.

• “Practice makes perfect” especially when you are considering a specific language. Create a habit 
  of reading, watch movies, listen to the radio and finally, use the language you intend to master with your 
  friends and family.

• Don’t feel uncomfortable while asking for help. You might come to point where you will find your studies    
  challenging. When that happens, be active and always try to get help. COMMUNICATE your issues with 
  the related parties, be it teachers or your friends.

• Getting involved in clubs and associations 
is the best way to allow you to multiply your 
network. Events and activities organized by 
the clubs provide a platform where students 
share their ideas and information with like-
minded people.

• Participating in various sporting event can 
teach you the valuable skills of teamwork 
while keeping you fit!

• By volunteering in different projects, you will 
have the satisfaction of giving back to the 
community, while gaining meaningful work 
experience and interpersonal skills along 
the way.

• Stay Connected! Use social media platforms 
such as Facebook and LinkedIn to maintain 
the connections you have built during your 
time. By nurturing these relationships, you 
will be able to establish an online global 
network.

• You don’t want your future employer to have 
a negative first impression. So, before your 
interview, always plan your travel and don’t 
be late!

• Dress for success! It is important to identify 
the type of organization you are intending 
to join in order to dress appropriately and 
professionally!

• Find out what type of interview it will be and 
who will be conducting it.

• Research! Make sure you know all the 
information about the company. It gives you 
an edge if your interviewer finds out that you 
are ready to go an extra mile to prepare for 
the interview.

• Lastly, your interviewer does not only want to 
hear about your achievements. Always try to 
emphasis on the skills that you have learnt 
during your journey, and try to support them 
with your real life examples.

Employability Guide45 |



Come meet our dedicated, intelligent, vibrant
and committed faculties and staff members.
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FACULTY MEMBERSBOARD MEMBERS
Accounting

Mr. Diwash Shrestha: MBS (TU)

Mr. Prakash Tamrakar: MBS (TU)

Mrs. Laxman Ranjit Tamrakar:
MBS (TU)

Mr. Sagar Khanal: MBA (PU)

Computer Science and 
Information Technology

Economics

Finance

Mr. Abhimanu Yadav:
M.Sc. CSIT(TU)

Dr. Bhusan Raj Shrestha:
MS (Computer Science, Philippines), 
Ph.D. in IT (Austria)

Mr. Chhetra Bahadur Chhetri:
M.Sc. CSIT (TU: Gold Medalist)

Mr. Deepak Dahal: BIM (TU)

Ms. Dikshya Singh: MCA (Anna 
University, India: Gold Medalist)

Ms. Dina Pradhan:
B.Sc. (TU), MBS (TU)

Mr. Hemsagar Pokharel:
B.Sc. CSIT (TU)

Er. Hiranya Prasad Basakoti:
BE (TU), M.Sc. (ISE) 

Ms. Lalita Sthapit: M.Sc. CSIT (TU) 
Mr. Manish Raj Sapkota: MCA

Er. Manoj Giri: BE-Computer(TU)
B.Sc.CSIT(TU), Masters in Science-
Computer, Science(PU)

Er. Narayan G.C. (BE-Computer)

Mr. Ramesh Shahi: M.Sc. CSIT (TU)

Mr. Radha Krishna Gajurel:
B.Sc. CSIT (TU)

Er. Rolisha Sthapit: BE- Electronics 
(TU), M.Sc. (CSKE, IOE, TU)

Er. Santosh Dhungana:
M.E. (Computer, PU)

Er. Saroj Thapa: B.E- Electronics 
(TU), M.Sc. (ICE, IOE, TU)

Er. Sudan Prajapati: B.E- Computer 
(PU), MSc. CSIT (TU)

Mr. Ubar Pandey: M.Sc. CSIT (TU)

Er. Srawan Ghimire: BE (Computer 
Science, TU)

Mr. Roshan Karna: BE (Electronics, 
TU)

Mr. Bipin Timilsina: MSc.CSIT(TU)
Mr. Tilak Basnet: BSc.CSIT(TU)

Mr. Bhanu Sigdel: MA (Economics, 
TU), M.Phil (TU) 

Mr. Kiran Shrestha: MA (Economics)

Mr. Prakash K.C.: MA (Economics, 
TU), MA (Rural Development)/ MBA

Mr. Ram Krishna Chalise: MBA 
(Finance, TU)

Mr. Prakash Ranjit: MBS (Finance, 
TU)

Mr. Satyendra Upreti: MBA 

Ms. Sushma Maharjan: MBS 
(Finance, TU)

General Management

Mr. Amit Sthapit: MBS (TU)

Er. Arun Dongol: BE, MBA

Ms. Banita Shrestha: MBS (TU)

Mr. Chudamani Dhakal: MBS

Mr. Mohan Adhikari: MBA (TU)

Mr. Narendra Manandhar: MPA (TU)

Mr. Pradip Kharel: MBS (Marketing, 
TU)

Dr. Pushpa Maharjan: Ph.D in 
Management, M. Phil (Management, 
TU), MBA (TU)

Mr. Purna Narayan Maharjan:
M.Phil (Finance)

Mr. Rajendra Bahadur Shrestha: 
MBA

Dr. Rupendra Joshi:
(Ph.D. Scholar), MA (TU), MBA (TU)

Mr. Rupendra Gopali:
BIM (TU), MBA (Marketing)

Mr. Samulson Neupane:
(Ph.D. Scholar), M. Phil (Management, 
TU)

Ms. Seema K.C: MBA (PU)

Ms. Rupa Shrestha: MBA (TU)

Mr. Suman Maharjan: M.Phil (KU)

Language

Mr. Basudev Acharya: MA (TU)

Ms. Edna Shrestha: MA (English, TU)

Prof. Jawahar Krishna Manandhar: 
MA (English, TU)

Associate Prof. Pradeep Man 
Tuladhar: MA (English, TU)

Mr. Rojesh Pandit: MA (English, TU)

Ms. Sangita Shrestha: MA (English, 
TU)

Ms. Sumina Karanjit: MA(English, 
TU)

Mathematics
Mr. Guru Pd. Rijal: MA (Mathematics, 
B.Ed)

Mr. Prajwal Kansakar: MCA (TU), 
M.Sc. (Mathematics, TU)

Statistics

Mr. Bijay Dongol: M.Sc. Statistics(TU)

Dr. Kabita Bade Shrestha:
Ph.D. in Statistics

Mr. Nirmal Bajracharya:
M.Sc. Statistics (TU)

Ms. Subita Vaidya:
M.Sc. Statistics (TU)

Mr. Binod Regmi: M.Sc. Statistics, 
Gold Medalist 2017 (TU)

Business Law/ Sociology/ 
Psychology/Nepalese 
Society and Politics

Mr. Anup Rai: MA (TU)

Ms. Kripa Sigdel: MA (TU)

Mr. Kapil Banjara: MA (Sociology, 
Political Science & Population Studies, 
TU)

Mr. Sambhu Nepal: LLM Business 
Law (TU), MA Sociology (TU) 

Mr. Umesh Manandhar: M.L. (TU)

Prof. Dr. Geeta Pradhan: Member

Dr. Rajani Shrestha: Reader

Mr. Lochan Lal Amatya: President, ITPF

Mr. Purush Ratna Bajracharya  

Mr. Ramesh M.S. Maskey:
Management Consultant  

Mr. Sudhir Man Maskey:
Managing Director, Hotel Crowne Imperial  

Mr. Narayan Prasad Sharma:
Principal, Prime College & Chief Academic 
Officer, Prime Educational Inc.

Mr. Prabin Joshi: Financial Consultant 

Mr. Krishna Pokhrel: Legal Consultant 

Mr. Ananda Raj Khanal: M.E
Mr. Lochan Lal Amatya: M.E.
Mr. Arjun Saud
Prof. Dr. Madhav Raj Koirala
Prof. Dr. Ayan Bahadur Shrestha
Mr. Mahesh Nath Gongol: M.Sc., 
MBA (D.U.), M.A. (Germany)
Prof. Dr. Bhuban Bajracharya: MA,
M.Phil.
Prof. Bisheshwor Man Shrestha: 
M.Com (TU), B.L. (TU)
Dr. Narayan Manandhar
Mr. Padma Jyoti (President, NBI)
Mr. Bishnu Hari Koirala: Asst. Dean 
(FOM,TU)
Prof. Dr. Rajendra Lal Singhuwal: 
MBA (India), B.E. (Mech.)

Mr. Saroj Kaji Tuladhar: MBA
Dr. Chandra Prasad Rijal
Prof. Dr. Dhruba Pokhrel
Dr. Dhurba Lal Shrestha
Mr. Dinesh Sthapit: MIT (USA), B.E.
Prof. Dr. Shishir Subba
Prof. Dr. Subarna Lal Bajracharya: 
M.Com. (TU)
Prof. Dr. Jamal Devi Shrestha
Prof. Dr. Kanhaiya Ram Bhakta 
Mathema: Ph.D. in Economics
Prof. Dr. Kundan Dutta Koirala: 
M.Com. (TU), PGDM (UK)
Prof. Dr. Subarna Shakya (Former 
Asst.Dean, IOE, TU)
Dr. Suresh Manandhar
Prof. Dr. Tej Ratna Kansakar
Associate Prof. Tulsi Man Singh

ADVISORY 
BOARD VISITING FACULTIES

Prof. Dr. Sundar Shyam Bhakta 
Mathema: Chairperson

Mr. Kiran Kumar Shrestha 
Executive Vice Chairperson Mr. Prakash Man Tuladhar

Mr. Parameshwor Malla Mr. Vijay Bahadur ShresthaDr. Bhusan Raj Shrestha



Book your counselling appointment
RIGHT NOW! 
Drop us an email at info@prime.edu.np
and our team will get in touch with you.
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Thank you!
Smart Pix Studio Pvt. Ltd for undertaking photography 
responsibility of the Prime Prospectus 2021/2022. 
Special Thanks to Ayush Man Kayastha for editing all the 
photographs. 

Prime is grateful to all the generous people for taking out 
time from their busy schedule in becoming a part of Prime 
Prospectus 2021/2022.

Prime is also enormously thankful to the members of 
Creative Hub; Aruna Gurung, Manish Shrestha, Pragya 
Bajracharya, Sara Tuladhar & Shrijay Tuladhar; who have 
helped in the designing and content writing process.

Prime would lastly like to acknowledge the remarkable 
efforts of Anindit Shrestha (Designer), Anuj Raj Shrestha 
(Marketing Associate), Priyash Shrestha (Management 
Consultant) , Rubi Gurung (Marketing Associate) and 
Sumit Kachhepati (Management Consultant), towards 
the production of Prime Prospectus 2021/2022.

Designed, edited and produced by the
Marketing Department
Prime Educational Inc, 2021

We’d love to hear what you think about
our Prospectus – get in touch:
marketing@prime.edu.np

Notes:
The following course details are the part of BBA Specialization programs:

Micro Enterprise Management
MEM 201: Management of Micro Enterprise
MEM 203: Micro Finance
MEM 204: Cooperative Management
MEM 207: Micro Insurance

Industry and Service Management
ISM 202: Productivity Management
ISM 205: Supply Chain Management
ISM 206: Service Operations and Management
Note: This group may also offer MKH
204: Service Marketing
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